does not allocate space to theorize critically the events he discusses. Hawker's choice to leave out contemporary voices and opinions leaves him open to the error of repeating inaccuracies in the historical record, and to critique over his interpretation of historical sources. A case in point is his discussion of the youth artist Francis Baptiste and the Inkameep Day School. Hawker repeatedly names the artist incorrectly as François Batiste (Baptiste signed his name Batiste on some paintings), and he haphazardly links references of the physical abuse suffered by students at the Colqualeeza residential school to his discussion of the drawing program at the Inkameep Day School, which is well known for anti-assimilationist educational agenda. Contemporary references would have revealed these inaccuracies.
The impacts of such shortfalls are lessened in comparison to the overall contribution Tales of Ghosts makes to the area of northwest coast art. The book will interest scholars of Native studies, Canadian art history, anthropology, and cultural studies. ( Wilmot's memoir is a story of remarkable faith, discipline, and determination. Through the winter and spring of 1944, Wilmot visited the wounded, counselled the troubled, conducted services when and where he could, and held regular Padre's Hours. It took several months, but the padre's regular reports on unit morale finally won over a commanding officer who was sceptical of church parades.
As the battles for the Hitler Line loomed in May 1944, Wilmot worried about his proper place. When casualties began to mount, Wilmot decided to go forward under fire to find the missing, dress wounds, retrieve casualties, and console the dying. That action earned him a hole in his helmet and a bandaged ear. In August, after two companies were decimated at the Foglia River, Wilmot twice led a carrying party into a minefield to retrieve the wounded. That action earned him a Military Cross.
As the fighting continued through the fall of 1944, Wilmot admits that the strain of battle began to tell. Burying the dead was especially troubling. 'This task was distressing me more and more, since many of the dead were Wilmot's journals from the time allow us a detailed and honest view into regimental life. His soldiers are real people who complain, get drunk, question and sometimes find their faith. Wilmot responded with both spiritual and practical counsel. Faced with an alarming rise in the VD rate in July 1944, Wilmot spoke to the men on the 'Christian standard of morals' they needed to resist temptation. 'They listened intently' he concluded optimistically, 'and I think my message struck home.' In cases in which men had simply been away from home for too long, Wilmot and his fellow chaplains argued for more compassionate leaves. His account of the divisional chaplains berating Major-General Chris Vokes on this issue is wonderful.
This work is also a valuable study in military leadership. Most gripping is his assessment of the Foglia River 'tragedy' when Lieutenant-Colonel Waterman insisted that the regiment attack in daylight without artillery or tank support. Unable to change the plan, the company commanders faced a deadly dilemma. If they refused to lead, other officers would have to go in their place. Almost all of the officers leading the attack were killed or wounded. Waterman lost his command, and Wilmot ponders at length why such a good officer made such a costly decision. There are no easy answers.
In the end this work is a powerful testament of faith. In our more secular world, it seems jarring to read how Wilmot, amid the carnage, continued his daily ritual of prayer, meditation, and Bible study. But his clear, honest prose reflects a moral certainty that is very moving. Few wartime memoirs are better. (GEOFFREY HAYES) 
